The Baylor Law Executive LL.M. in Litigation Management is designed for experienced, practicing lawyers seeking advanced instruction in the strategic management of litigation dockets, processes, and protocols. This unique program combines online and on-campus sessions to develop the disciplines, skills, and best practices needed to take your career to the next level and can be completed in as little as 14-months. Don’t just take it from us; see how the LL.M. program has impacted the careers of others just like you.

GRADUATE PERSPECTIVES

Here’s what outside general litigation LL.M. graduates said when asked, “Why was the LL.M. right for you?”

CAROLYNN BECK
Litigation Partner
Goldstein & McClintock LLP

“I wanted to take a more visible leadership role within my firm and maximize the value that our clients receive from our work.”

JOHN DAGLEY
Partner
Buck Keenan LLP

“I wanted to provide more efficient and cost-effective services to my clients and really looked to change the way I practice law.”

MICHAEL WHITE
Attorney
Law Offices of Michael F. White, P.C.

“I didn’t want to rest on the things I’ve done in the past. I wanted to keep improving, keep my mind sharp, and keep educating myself as to what is new and what will be different tomorrow.”

METRICS

100% of graduate survey responses stated

- They would recommend the program to colleagues
- The value received was worth the investment
- They enhanced their ability to manage litigation
- They improved in both efficiency and effectiveness
**BENEFITS**

Our graduates report experiencing the following benefits as a direct outcome of their time in the program.

1. **IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT:** “I was surprised how frequently I was able to take knowledge that I’d learned in even just one module of the course and directly apply things to what we were doing at the management level and make the firm more efficient.”

2. **UNPARALLELED NETWORKING:** “Having direct access to trial lawyers who are constantly thinking about and developing some of the most cutting-edge processes for litigation management has really been invaluable.”

3. **NEWLY OPENED DOORS:** “I was able to take my practice to the next level, to learn more about business management, and also to learn more about litigation, to get options in the later years of my life.”

4. **PROFESSIONAL GROWTH:** “If I had had this program 30 years ago, it could have really changed the way I practice law.”

**RESULTS**

Every graduate of the program believes the LL.M. significantly improved their skills, enhanced their litigation acumen and was well worth the investment of time and tuition. A large number received promotions or new positions which they attribute to their LL.M. All have found new energy and enthusiasm for the profession and are enjoying the most vibrant and successful phase of their careers yet.